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THE FUTURE OF YOUR
BUSINESS STARTS HERE

SG series

printer / cutter
4 Colours : CMYK

Build an unbeatable business with the TrueVIS SG series integrated printer / cutters.
The SG-540 and SG-300 deliver Roland DG’s renowned quality, reliability and cutting-edge
features, at an exceptional price.
Representing an exciting new era in outstanding colour vibrancy and advanced print and cut
functionality, the TrueVIS SG series includes user-friendly new features to optimise your wide
format print production.
Whether you’re just starting out or wanting to expand production, the TrueVIS SG series can help
you get where you want to be.

QUALITY

VERSATILITY

Delight your customers with stunning quality

Print and contour cut your way to more profit

Produce amazingly vibrant output, a high gloss ﬁnish and uniform solid
colours at impressive production speeds, through the combination of the
lastest generation FlexFire printheads and TrueVIS INK.

Our most advanced integrated print and cut technology, including the
new cut carriage and blade holder, means you can produce more
applications on multiple medias for an almost inﬁnite range of
money-making oportunities. Enabling amazing decal and perf cut
graphics for signs, banners, stickers, garment personalisation, window,
wall and vehicle graphics and much more.

TrueVIS INK has achieved strict GREENGUARD Gold certiﬁcation which
includes safety factors that ensure a product is acceptable for use in
environments like schools and hospitals.

*Tablet/smartphone n

SG-540

SG-300

(1,371 mm wide)

(762 mm wide)

PRODUCTIVITY

EASE-OF-USE

Up to 60% faster*
FlexFire printheads deliver more print per pass with exceptional
quality. Integrated print and cut technology means that you can
automatically print, reposition and cut graphics, all on the same
device, removing the need for manual intervention. The SG’s
brilliant ‘clean hands’ ink system uses 500ml ink pouches which ﬁt
neatly and quickly into reusable holders for no mess and less
waste.

Helpful technology for user-friendly operation

VALUE

Quick to set up and intuitive to operate, you can start making
money from day one. The SG comes with smart new features that
make it even easier and faster to deliver your output.
With the Roland DG Mobile Panel you can operate your SG
remotely, to manage production, cleaning functions and queue
test prints directly from your smartphone or tablet.*
Powerful VersaWorks Dual RIP software, included with the SG,
utilises PDF and PostScript engines to process complex ﬁles with
transparencies, layers and other special eﬀects. VersaWorks Dual
also includes useful features such as nesting, tiling, variable data
printing, step and repeat, predictive ink calculator and more as
standard.

A sound investment which starts
paying for itself, fast
With an impressive price/performance ratio, the SG minimises the
time it takes to pay back your investment. And with integrated print
and cut there is no need to invest in addtional space and no
specialist electrical connections or adaptations are necessary.
Plus, Roland devices have always been known to hold their value
over time and the excellent build quality means you can rely on
your SG now and in the years to come.

not included with printer package. Roland DG Mobile Panel requires Bluetooth connectivity. ** Dependent on print mode, up to 60% faster than VersaCAMM SP-i series.

